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FOREWORD
CLIMATE CHANGE IS ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT CHALLENGES
HUMANITY FACES IN THE 21ST CENTURY. IENOVA ACKNOWLEDGES
THE SERIOUSNESS OF THIS THREAT.

The Paris Agreement, ratified by 185 countries, has defined the need to work
collectively and in coordination between governments, the private sector and
the society to limit global warming below 2°C and reduce the negative impacts
arising from climate change.
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OUR
COMMITMENT
With more than 1,300 employees and approximately
$9.6 billion in total assets, and as one of the largest
private energy companies in the country operating in
the Gas and Electricity segments, we want to be part of
the solution.
We develop, build and operate energy infrastructure,
which drives the growth of Mexico, within a framework
of ethics, safety, respect and commitment to our
employees, the environment, the communities where
we operate, our clients and shareholders.
We want to actively and decisively contribute to a low
carbon future by committing ourselves to:
Incorporate into our business strategy actions
that help mitigate the effects of climate change
and adapt our activities to it.
Promote a corporate culture focused on raising
awareness among all stakeholders about the
magnitude of this challenge and the benefits
associated with the action against climate
change.
This commitment is consistent with the objectives of
the Paris Agreement and with the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) approved by the United
Nations, specifically with SDG 7 (Affordable and clean
energy) and SDG 13 (Climate action).
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CLIMATE CHANGE
LINES OF ACTION
Our Climate Change Strategy has as its main objective to reduce emissions in our operations
and promote the use of sustainable energy in accordance with the commitments of the
Environmental Policy.
This strategy is structured in four lines of action:

A. Investment and
asset development
Develop infrastructure that
strengthens Mexico's energy
security and supports the
transition to a low-carbon sector,
seeking to take advantage of new
market opportunities

C. Management of
climate risks and
opportunities
Integrate climate risks and
opportunities into IEnova's internal
management.

B. Emissions
reduction and
energy efficiency
Encourage own and / or third
party emission reduction projects
and increase energy efficiency in
IEnova’s processes.

D. Transparency and
collaboration
Determine and communicate, in
the most appropriate way to each
stakeholder, IEnova´s climate
change impacts and performance,
work in a collaboration to respond
to the challenges arising from
climate change.
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CLIMATE CHANGE
STRATEGY
APPROVAL,
IMPLEMENTATION
AND MONITORING
The Board of Directors has the responsibility to monitor
and review due compliance with the Climate Change
Strategy.
The Corporate Practices Committee is responsible for
reporting to the Board of Directors on its
implementation while the Sustainability Committee
must approve the Strategy and its updates. It is also
responsibility of the Sustainability Committee to monitor
and review its compliance as well as approving the
activities, initiatives and plans applicable to the
Business Units.
Directors / Managers of Business Units shall participate
in the planning and implementation of climate change
actions in IEnova's Business Units and ensure its
implementation.
Likewise, Compliance / Environmental Manager shall
promote, in collaboration with the Environmental
Supervisors, the identification of measures, supporting
and coordinating with the Operations area, the
execution of these measures in order to ensure due
compliance with and application of this Strategy.
The responsibility for supervising the implementation of
IEnova's policies, procedures and strategies to manage
climate risks, lies on the Risk Committee.
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